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Abstract 
Failure of orbit correction schemes to recognize betatron oscillation patterns obvious to any machine operator b a 

good problem with which to analyze the uses of Artificial Intelligence and the roles and relationships of c srators, control 
systems and machines. Because such error modes are very common, their generalisation could provide an Icient machine 
optimisation and control strategy. A set of first-order, unitary transformations connecting canonical v< b te through 
measured results are defined which can either be compared to design tor commissioning or to past results for 'golden orbit' 
operation. Because these relate directly to hardware variables, the method is simple, fast and direct. It has implications for 
machine design, controls, monitoring and feedback. Chronological analysis of such machine signatures car. pred '. or provide 
a variety of information such as mean time to failure, failure modes and fast feedback or feedforward for aptjn. :iog figures 
of merit such as luminosity or current transmission. The use of theoretical and empirical scaling relations for such problems 
is discussed in terms of various figures of merit, the variables on which they depend as well as their functional dependences. 

Introduction 

Many beam diagnostic/correction schemes exist for on-line 
computer control systems but only with the advent of low-
cost, large-storage micros has the potential use of artificial in
telligence become practical. At the same time, the size and 
complexity of accelerator facilities has grown to the extent 
that both new hardware and software are seeded to efficiently 
commission and operate them. Because one prefers that such 
techniques not become an end in themselves, we reconsider 
some old problems and techniques to see to what extent AI 
can be efficiently applied. Our general attitude toward the 
man/machine conundrums in AI which implicitly preordain 
one's approach is that man is not » machine nor should the 
machine be made to function as a man. Our goal is to provide 
the man/mind/operator with what they either can't or won't 
provide for themselves to achieve or maintain certain simple 
and easily stated goals. Goal setting, modification or codifica
tion is then one of the intersections between the control sys
tem and the operator. We will begin with the relatively simple 
problem of maintaining a given system or operating condition 
since this is easier than initially achieving it just aa running an 
airplane under autopilot is simpler than landings or take-offs. 
Furthermore, this illustrates most of the basic ideas and vari
ables. Success can be measured by how often one crashes or 
how hard it is to tell whether the plane is under manual or au
topilot. For accelerators a good, practical autopilot should be 
possible that is significantly better than conventional control 
systems through consistent and improving hardware charac
terisation which can (cam how to prevent crashes and help 
circumvent aging effects in various ways. 

T h e Paradise or Golden Orbit Problem 

Let's assume tint we have obtained an ideal operating 
setup and saved the relevant hardware information as well as 
such beam related parameters aa the orbit S(s],g(s) and its 
errors <Ti(a),<r,(s)1 in terms ef distance along the beam line 
a. We may then either want to maintain it, extrapolate it or 
simply turn it off in a way that allows us to reestablish it later. 

This is the 'Golden Orbit' problem and alth: jh it is an 
Ideal, it repeatedly occurs in one guise or anott. r. For in
stance, how do you improve an acceptable operatir 'point' or 
keep it from deteriorating so that gold turns intc rass. AI 
is relevant here for dealing with the complex problc- s of gen
eralized hytteretic and stochastic effects. The way aardwere 
is designed) built, installed, used and even monitored impacts 
the analysis so one would like at direct a correspondence as 
possible between the hardware and software or the thing itself 
and our representations of It. In particular, one wants a dote 
correspondence to those variables that control the figures of 
merit-

In our example, a direct correlation exist* between angle 
kicks 6j from air-core correctors at position j and downstream 
position measurements at i. This is a direct measure of the uni
tary transformations Rufs.y), Raitay), Rut ty) and Rit(ty) 
where we have used TRANSPORT notation3. Such kicks or 
dipole current errors produce the distinctive betatron oscilla
tion patterns mentioned above and are one of the most prob
able error modes. Over time, one should be able to track the 
frequency of occurrence and the signatures of such effects for 
all j and develop a strategy for dealing with 'hem. 

To correct an orbit to the golden orbit, we can normalise 
orbits and corrector strengths relative to their golden values so ^^S 

where the inner auras are usually taken in lowest order in the , 
hicks tj and corrector rotational errors 4>j to be 

one wants to minimize expressions such as 
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The tilde implies either measured or model derived values e.g. 
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in tanas of the betatron amplitudes and phase advance between 
i and j . Such assumptions can be periodically checked and 
compared to previous results and corrected in a variety of ways. 

We can group S,* and SA to make two LxN matrices S, 
and 5j as well as 2,i and ft into two vectors £ and y of dimension 
I>. Minimizing Q with respect to ty then gives the solution 
vector 

•'--(SfS.+.Sfsy-'fSjiT+ffft) . 

Again, the S matrices and their transposes S T can be obtained 
in a uvmberofwaya as described below. The orbit vectors come 
from bean position monitor(BPM) measurements described 
elsewhere in this < 

An important pout il that the tf/s can be extended or 
redefined in a number of ways, some of which have nothing to 
do with angle kicks. Abo, we could use s? and » to represent 
different beam* In a linec*. We can include any number of st/a 
explicitly as well a* orbit errors in qnadrupolea which give angle 
kicks. Neither of these ate usually included in on-fine analyses 
even though they are important for obtaining and maintaining 
golden orbits. Similarly, higher and lower order effects can be 
Included e.g. tenth order offsets which depend on both orbit 
and configuration and should therefore be done on-line. 

An Example 
The transport line of the Stanford Linear Collider SLC 

which takes positrons from the llnac to the damping ring at 
SLAC is a good example since the beam emittance is compar
atively large and transmission is important. Figure l shows a. 
typical on-line correlation plot of beam position and current 
from BPM< versus one corrector fly. Ths error bars come from 
averaging over several beam pulses which can vary in energy, 
position, current, and shape etc. Although the data can be fil
tered on a pulse-to-puise basis this wasn't done which explains 
the latter variatlona in x which Is the predominant bending 
plane. Nevertheless, the correlations axe linear and show a 
small but determinant amount of x-y coupling. 
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Fig. 1: Typical correlation plot of the mean positions in x(x) 
and y(+) in mm and the number of positrons per bunch(o) 
times 10"' as measured by the BPM at position 60S versus 
the strength of an x-corrector at position 181 in Fig. 2. 

Such measurements, In conjunction with collimators, can 
also be used to measure profiles and apertures which are the 
basis for optimizing transmission. They alsr fix, limit or con
trol initial conditions for measurements such as shown in Fig. 
1. Figure 2 shows such correlation data together with various 
on-line model calculations using COMFORT'. Different data 
points for the same BFM were taken for the same configuration 
but different runs. All of these R-nutr& terms are essentially 
'one knob' correlations «.g. Ri« was obtained using one up
stream klystron amplitude. 
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Fig. 2: Typical examples of some measured sad calculated 
Rij'a. All units are in meters, flu's and Ass's are from the 
corrector at position 181. R\t Is t>( dispersion. In each figure, 
diamonds show the measured values, solid lines the predictions 
based on the actual magnet currents and dotted lines the da-
sign. The prediction for Rn assumes the corrector at position 
181 is rotated by 4>j m - 5 s . 
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Turns such as Ru, R» etc. require two correlated 0}'s 
related by 

To do this, ve have used a genetal multi-knob facility which 
allows one to gang a number of correctors with fixed ratios 
between their strengths in such a way that they can be varied 
In unison. Such a capability, when used in conjunction with a 
flexible correlation plotting and fitting program is a necessary 
tool lor the kinds of At applications considered here. 

Discussion 
A general problem for any multiknob program or scheme is 

the lack of one-to-one correspondence between knobs and the 
things we are measuring such as the It-matrix elements above. 
For instance, even if we constrain h = -•RJJ(«U)» ,I we will still 
get some induced dispersion SR\t which can introduce errors 
in onr measurements of Su.,Sn,tte. unlets we take it out with 
software or reduce energy variations. Then is also the problem 
of changing what we art trying to measure by introducing hys
teresis errors. This can either be avoided by using air eore(or 
permanent) magnets or else characterised using the beam and 
AI techlques such as described here. 

With due retard for sues, constraints, one is then ready 
to compute the rms orbit error as a function of the number 
of 'correctors' used. Doing this manually, an operator might 
scan the orbit, subtract it from the golden orbit and then look 
for what correctors were out of tolerance and tweak the single 
most likely one. The control program should do very much the 
same except it would use a relaxation factor based on previous 
use which is updated and analyzed for each corrector every 
time it is used. It would also use more than one corrector as 
well as do a better tolerance analysis. Such an analysis shows 
how strategic the hardware and itfs placement and monitoring 
can be to overall operation. 

With sufficient BFM accuracy, this kind of analysis is easily 
extended to higher order by successively increasing the mag
nitude of the excitations If, increasing the dimension of #"and 
the rank of the matrices. The correlation calculation eau give 
on-line fits to any functional form so one might expect to see 
ttcmiiuearities appear in plots such as shown in Fig.l although 
It is important to guard against audi things as bad data from 
beam loss in the process. A more direct analysis would include 
measured beam profiles such a* the calculations in Ref. 6 can 
predict. Checks lor iR conditioning or whether the resulting 
system is over or under determined can be used to reduce the 
rank or determine the most Important terms'. 

Some Generalizations 
In addit:on to the specific uses we just described, one can 

develop a general, multi-knun bump program which can be 
used in a number of ways e.j. we have used 3 and 4 corrector 
matched bumps for optimizing injection and extraction past 
septa, correcting orbit distortions and for aperture studies. If 
there really was a golden orbit whose measurement was re
liable, such a scheme would be a good way to monitor and 
maintain it since this generalizes what operators already do 
except it relates errors to their sources more directly and al
lows constraints such as minimization of corrector strengths to 
help insure the seal sources of error are being corrected. 

While the specific optics examples and their refinements 
are interesting and should be implemented in an on-line facil
ity, our main point is the general utility of such an approach 
to a broad range of problems which doesn't seem to have been 
taken advantage of. The R-matrbc example and its extensions 
are specific examples of what can be called a generalized trans
fer function which Snkt various control variables to the mea-
stucable quantities which define the figures of merit. Such an 
approach appears comparatively simple to implement as an 
on-line system that could retain its generality and be built-up 
over time. For instance, the program or operator could select 
from a mean, the type, order and comlations(ties) to be used 
based on expert Fists of allowed terms or their own prejudices. 
The calculations would then rank order them with the goal 
of refilling the Est to an operating model which provides fast, 
fiexibie control with predictive capacity. 

One role of operators would be to use such a scheme to 
monitor and study the functional correlations that improve 
operation; The generality whfch is passible here should ho 
sufficient for a number of predilections. ftrthermare,lhecor-
mpocdence between hardware and software together with the 
on-line capability should allow what began as a conventional 
dhupoetie/cerre«d)oa scheme to transform or evolve intoafast-
feedback/forward correction system for any disturbances that 
Influence the beam(s) and can be measured. One of many ex
amples, which hi particularly important for SLC, would be to 
characterize those factors which influence the crossings of the 
two extremely low emittance beam*. One possibility would be 
power supply fluctuations interpreted by a general parametric 
model of hysteresis whose parameters would be determined by 
the bean. 
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